onto an existing investment platform. They are not a mere overlay approach. They form the core of our investment process and define our sustainability principles.
Introducing to A|M

• Industry support providers.
  Experienced professionals, leading innovators and best in class. Our approach is both unique and new but based on a foundation of practice and consistent with our underlying investment goals.

• A|M’s corporate DNA and ethos is in tune with changing global best tangibles impact. We are the only investment manager where all of our investment focus on building resilient communities and shifting to low carbon sustainable principles.

• A|M’s approach is a fusion of mainstream portfolio management and positive environmental & social externalities. Manager, focusing solely on bond and cash investments that generate attractive investment management (A|M) is a dedicated fixed income

• Positive impact income exposures into conventional fixed solution to convert compromising approach without ESG fixed income. A|M provides a twin key.
AIM Staff and the Evolution of the Green Bond Market
The AIM Three Dimensional Investment Process

The core of the overall sustainability criteria at AIM embeds key investment approaches developed a unique framework that aligns with client preferences.
Reporting on the Material Environmental and Social Impacts

All issues to offer mainstream market yields and provide

assure funded activities meet AIM criteria

all issues to demonstrate discernible use of proceeds to

commitment to a sustainable business model

issuers who uphold strong integrity with a clear

processes in place pertaining to reporting and disclosure

all issues must have clear investment policies and

broader environmental, social and governance perspective

issuer must be credit worthy from both a financial and

above the mainstream financial return

Social Externalities associated with its issuance, over and

all issues must have a clear positive environmental and/or

carbon economy

our mission to help build a sustainable, resilient and low-

bonds by responsible issuers with attributes that support

Introducing SpectrUM Bonds®
AIM Investment Universe

Independently, the AIM Investment society is admitted into their environment and/or expected to have positive impacts on the programs that are issuers and impact bond framework scoring, only.

Following the AIM

Verification & Scoring